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Applicant 

1. The Referral was submitted by the company N.T. "Spahia Petrol", represented by 
Florin Lata, lawyer from Prishtina (hereinafter: the Applicant). 
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Matter 

3. The subject matter is the constitutional review of the challenged Judgment which 
allegedly violates the Applicant's fundamental rights and freedoms guaranteed by 
Articles 24 [Equality Before the Law], 31 [Right to Fair and Impartial Trial] and 
32 [Right to Legal Remedies] of the Constitution of the Republic of Kosovo 
(hereinafter: the Constitution) and Article 6 (Right to a fair trial) of the European 
Convention on Human Rights (hereinafter: the ECHR). 

Legal basis 

4. The Referral is based on paragraph 4 of Article 21 [General Principles] and 
paragraphs 1 and 7 of Article 113 [Jurisdiction and Authorized Parties] of the 
Constitution, Articles 22 (Processing Referrals) and 47 (Individual Requests) of 
Law no. 03/L-121 on the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Kosovo 
(hereinafter: the Law) and Rule 32 (Filing of Referrals and Replies) of the Rules 
of Procedure of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Kosovo (hereinafter: 
the Rules of Procedure). 

Proceedings before the Constitutional Court 

5. On 16 December 2019, the Applicant submitted the Referral to the Constitutional 
Court of the Republic of Kosovo (hereinafter: the Court). 

6. On 20 December 2019, the President of the Court appointed Judge Gresa Caka
Nimani as Judge Rapporteur and the Review Panel composed of Judges Arta 
Rama-Hajrizi (Presiding), Safet Hoxha and Remzije Istrefi-Peci. 

7. On 10 January 2020, the Court notified the Applicant and the Supreme Court of 
the registration of the Referral. On the same date, the Court requested from the 
Basic Court the receipt proving the date when the Applicant had received the 
challenged Judgment. 

8. On 14 January 2020, the Court received from the Basic Court the requested 
receipt, based on which, the Applicant had received the challenged Judgment on 
22 August 2019. 

9. On 24 November 2020, the Court requested from the Basic Court the complete 
case file. 
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12. same 
admissible; and 
2019 of the Supreme Court, is not conformity 
Impartial Trial] of the Constitution in conjunction 
trial) of the ECHR. 

Summary of facts 

94/2 0 19] 
[Right Fair and 

Article 6 (Right to a fair 

13. Based on the case file, the Applicant is an individual business which since 2000 

carries out the primary activity of trade in fuel and secondary activity of the 
restaurant. 

14. On 10 December 2014, the Kosovo Police, after checks related to criminal 
investigations, had sequestered a number of financial accounting documents from 
the Applicant. 

15. On an unspecified date, the Tax Administration of the Republic of Kosovo 
(hereinafter: TAK) had conducted a tax audit in the Applicant's business, where it 
identified a number of irregularities which it reflected in the Audit Report of 26 

October 2015. Pursuant to point 7 of this report, (i) a copy of it was submitted to 
the Applicant; while (ii) the obligation to provide evidence to challenge the same, 
was on the side of the taxpayer, respectively the Applicant. 

16. On 17 November 2015, TAK submitted to the Applicant the Decision on the 
Reassessment Notice for the payment of additional tax on (i) Personal Income 
Tax for the periods 2011, 2012, 2013; and (ii) Value Added Tax for the periods 
06/2012 and 03/2013 (hereinafter: the Reassessment Notice). 

17. On 26 November 2015, the Applicant submitted to the Special Prosecution Office 
of the Republic of Kosovo, "request for permission for temporary return of 
documents or copies thereof', emphasizing that (i) "after the checks by the 
Kosovo Police, our financial documents were also temporarily taken away"; (ii) 
in the meantime, by T AK inspectors, ''for lack of financial documentation which 
was taken during the check, the entity is charged with tax liabilities even though 
the entity has delivery notes and invoices but which are held by the Police and 
the Prosecution"; and (iii) "against the notice of the Inspectors of Tax 
Administration we have the right to complain until 09.12.2015, [andJfor filing a 
complaint we have to be based on evidence, therefore we address you with a 
request to allow us copies of financial documents or eventually the original 
documents, for the purposes of the complaint". This request for notification was 
also addressed to Kosovo Police and TAK. According to the Applicant's allegations 
and the case file, he has never received any response in regard to his request. 
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10 Complaints [455/2015] 
(0 partially approved the Applicant's amended the Reassessment 
Notice, recognizing a part of the operating expenses for the period 2011 as well as 
a part of the additional turnover related to the entities "N.B." and "G.B."; while 
(ii) rejected the invoices related to the transactions with the company "S.", 
qualifying them as fictitious. Regarding the rejection of the above Decision, TAK 
reasoned, inter alia, that (i) based on paragraph 7 of Article 13 (Creating and 
Retaining Records) of Law no. 03/L-222 on Tax Administration and Procedures 
(hereinafter: the Law on Tax Administration) and Section 22 (Transactions Over 
Five Hundred Euros) of Administrative Instruction no. 15/2010 on the 
Implementation of Law no. 03/1-222 on Tax Administration and Procedures 
(hereinafter: Administrative Instruction no. 15/2010), economic entities are 
obliged that transactions with a value greater than five hundred (500) Euros be 
made through bank accounts, evidence which regarding the contested invoices 
the Applicant had not provided; and (iO based on paragraph 6 of Article 19 
(Director General's Assessment of Tax) of the Law on Tax Administration, the 
burden of proof that the tax assessment is incorrect falls on the taxpayer, 
respectively on the Applicant, while the latter had not proven that the findings of 
the Reassessment Notice regarding invoices for company "S" were inaccurate, 
moreover "transactions between the two entities have been fictitious, because the 
party has also given a statement that they have not performed any service or 
sale-purchase of goods, but have only issuedfictitious invoices." 

20. On 13 April 2016, the Applicant filed a lawsuit in the Basic Court against the 
above mentioned Decision of TAK, alleging essential violation of the provisions of 
the administrative procedure, erroneous determination of the factual situation 
and erroneous application of the substantive law, with the proposal to annul the 
Decision [455/2015] of 10 March 2016 of the Complaints Department of TAK. 

21. On 13 April 2018, and while his case was still pending in the Basic Court, the 
Applicant filed a request with the Basic Court in Mitrovica, for "return of 
confiscated documentation during the raid". According to the Applicant and the 
case file, he has never received any response to his request. 

22. On 29 May 2018, in the hearing held in the Basic Court, based on the minutes of 
the latter, the Applicant alleged that it had been made impossible for him to verify 
the transactions, including those with the entity "S." The Applicant stated that (i) 
"on 10.12.2014, the Kosovo Police had sequestered all of the financial 
documentation of the claimant, computers, for which we present to the court as 
evidence the proof of sequestration by the Kosovo Police. After the sequestration 
of the documentation, TAK submits the draft report of the check where the 
claimant cannot submit concrete objections in the absence of documents."; (i0 
"on 26 November 2015, he had requested from the Prosecution, TAK and the 
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2018, by 
claimant's claim as ungrounded, upholding Decision [455/2015] of TAK. 
Basic Court (i) regarding the allegations of sequestration and consequently the 
lack of financial documentation, stated that "the claimant was able to provide 
evidence from the bank or the entity that issued the disputed invoices, that 
payments of these invoices were made"; and (ii) with respect to disputed invoices 
with company "S" stated that "the claimant has not managed to verify the 
payments or the statement of purchases over five hundred (500) euros, as 
provided in the provision of Section 22 [Transactions Over Five Hundred Euros] 
par. 2 of the Administrative Instruction 15/2010". Finally, the Basic Court found 
that the legal conditions for recognizing the relevant invoices based on Article 23 
(Cancellation of Tax Documents) of the Law on Tax Administration and Sections 
13 (De-Activation of a Business), 14 (Cancellation of Documents Including Fiscal 
Number) and 16 (Publication of Taxpayer Names and Numbers) of 
Administrative Instruction no. 15/2010 had not been fulfilled. 

24. On 9 August 2018, the Applicant filed an appeal with the Court of Appeals against 
the above Judgment of the Basic Court, alleging violation of the provisions of the 
contested procedure, erroneous or incomplete determination of the factual 
situation, as well as erroneous application of the substantive law. Through his 
appeal, the Applicant alleged a violation of his rights guaranteed by (i) Article 31 
of the Constitution in conjunction with Article 6 of the ECHR, with an emphasis 
on the fact that the Basic Court had not considered Article 9 (The principle of 
publicity) of the LAP and paragraph 6 of Article 14 (Access to books, records, 
computers and similar record storage devices) of the Law on Tax Administration; 
and (ii) Article 32 of the Constitution, emphasizing the fact that, as a result of the 
lack of financial documentation, he had been made impossible the effective 
exercise of the legal remedy against the Reassessment Notice of TAK. 

25. On 16 April 2019, the Court of Appeals by Judgment [AA.no.s01/2018], rejected 
as ungrounded the Applicant's appeal and upheld the Judgment of the Basic 
Court. 

26. On 7 July 2019, against the above Judgment of the Court of Appeals, the 
Applicant filed a request for extraordinary review of the court decision with the 
Supreme Court, alleging violation of the provisions of the contested procedure 
and erroneous application of the substantive law. The Applicant challenged the 
Judgment of the Court of Appeals, inter alia, in the context of the lack of a 
reasoned court decision, regarding the allegations he had raised before the Court 
of Appeals for (i) violation of Article 9 of the LAP and paragraph 6 of Article 14 of 
the Law on Tax Administration; and (ii) violation of Articles 31 and 32 of the 
Constitution. 
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as 
2 15/2010 " ; 

(iii) it finally, approved findings of the lower courts, that in the circumstances 
of the concrete case, the legal conditions to recognize the relevant invoices were 
not fulfilled based on Article 23 of the Law on Tax Administration and Sections 
13, 14 and 16 of the Administrative Instruction no. 15/2010. 

Applicant's allegations 

28. The Applicant alleges that the challenged Judgment [ARJ.UZVP.no. 94/2019] of 1 
August 2019 of the Supreme Court, has been issued in violation of his 
fundamental rights and freedoms guaranteed by Articles 24 [Equality Before the 
Law], 31 [Right to Fair and Impartial Trial] and 32 [Right to Legal Remedies] of 
the Constitution and Article 6 (Right to a fair trial) of the ECHR. 

29. With regard to the alleged violations of Article 31 of the Constitution in 
conjunction with Article 6 of the ECHR, the Applicant alleges (i) a lack of a 
reasoned court decision; and (ii) violation of the principle of equality of arms. 

30. Regarding the first, namely the lack of a reasoned court decision, the Applicant 
alleges that the regular courts have failed to substantiate his fundamental 
allegations regarding the violation of his constitutional rights as a result of the 
inability to access his financial documentation. The Applicant specifically states 
that the Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court failed to address his allegations 
raised through the appeal and the request for extraordinary review of the court 
decision, respectively regarding (i) violation of Article 9 of the LAP. and 
paragraph 6 of Article 14 of the Law on Tax Administration, based on which the 
latter "will return the original in the shortest practical time"; and (ii) the 
violation of his constitutional rights, and in particular those guaranteed by Article 
31 of the Constitution because "the principle of equality of arms has been 
violated" and Article 32 because he "has not been able to exercise legal remedies 
effectively in the absence of financial documentation". In support of his 
allegations in this regard, the Applicant refers to the case law of the Court in cases 
KI72/12, with Applicant Veton Berisha and Ilfete Haziri, Judgment of 7 
December 2012; KII3S/14, Applicant IKK Classic, Judgment of 8 February 2016; 
and KII8/16, with Applicant Bedri Salihu, Judgment of 15 July 2016. 

31. As for the second, namely the principle of equality of arms, the Applicant alleges 
that in the court proceedings against him "he has never been equal to the 
opposing party", emphasizing that the principle of equality of arms, which 
"means that each party should be given a reasonable opportunity to present its 
case - including its evidence - in conditions that do not place it at a considerable 
disadvantage vis-a-vis the other party", in the circumstances of his case was not 
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Appeals 
also alleges a 24 

Constitution because "he has never been equal against the opposing party 
during the course of the proceedings". In support of his allegations in this regard, 
the Applicant refers to the case law of the Court in case KI31/17, with Applicant 
Shefqet Berisha, Judgment of 14 June 2017. 

32. Finally, emphasizing that the trial in its entirety "was unjust and was conducted 
in violation of the Constitution", the Applicant states that "the whole proceedings 
must be declared unconstitutional ab initio (from the beginning)". Consequently, 
he requests the Court (i) to declare his Referral admissible; (ii) to conclude a 
violation of Articles 24, 31 and 32 of the Constitution; (iii) to declare invalid the 
Judgment [ARJ. UZVP. no. 94/2019] of 1 August 2019 of the Supreme Court in 
conjunction with Judgment [AA.no.501/2018] of 16 April 2019 of the Court of 
Appeals and Judgment [A.no.548/16] of 29 May 2018 of the Basic Court and 
Decision [no. 455/2015] of 10 March 2016 of TAK; and (iv) remand the matter 
back to TAK for reconsideration. 

Relevant Constitutional and Legal Provisions 

Constitution of the Republic of Kosovo 

Article 31 
[Right to Fair and Impartial Trial] 

1. Everyone shall be guaranteed equal protection of rights in the 
proceedings before courts, other state authorities and holders of public 
powers. 
2. Everyone is entitled to a fair and impartial public hearing as to 
the determination of one's rights and obligations or as to any criminal 
charges within a reasonable time by an independent and impartial tribunal 
established by law. 
[ ... J 

Article 32 
[Right to Legal Remedies] 

Every person has the right to pursue legal remedies against judicial and 
administrative decisions which infringe on his/her rights or interests, in the 
manner provided by law." 
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press 
all or of the interests of 

or national security in a democratic society, where the interests of juveniles 
or the protection of the private life of the parties so require, or to the extent 
strictly necessary in the opinion of the court in special circumstances where 
publicity would prejudice the interests of justice. 
[ ... J 

Article 13 
(Right to an effective remedy) 

"Everyone whose rights and freedoms as set forth in this Convention are 
violated shall have an effective remedy before a national authority 
notwithstanding that the violation has been committed by persons acting in 
an official capacity." 

Law no. o2/L-28 on Administrative Procedure 

Article 9 
(The principle of publicity) 

9.1. The public administration bodies shall exercise their activity in a 
transparent manner and in close cooperation with concerned natural and 
legal persons. 
9.2. Any natural and legal persons, without disclosing his specific interest 
vis-a-vis public administration bodies, shall have the following procedural 
rights: 

a) to obtain information available to public administration bodies, 
b) to obtain such information in a timely fashion, 
c) to obtain it in the same manner as any other person, 
d) to obtain it in a convenient and effective means or format. 

9.3. Excluded from paragraph 2 information may be limited only for 
purposes of protection on legitimate public interests, private life or other 
legitimate private interests determined by relevant laws. 
9.4. To refuse the access in information, the public administration body takes 
the decision in written a decision as such shall contain the reasons of issuing 
and instructions for appeal. 

Law 03/L-222 on Tax Administration and Procedures 

Article 13 
(Creating and Retaining Records) 

[ .. .] 
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6. Subject to the to retain a document as evidence of a offence, 
the Director General or an authorized officer who removes and retains 
records under this Article shall make a copy of the record and return the 
original in the shortest time practicable. 
[ ... J 

Article 19 
(Director General's Assessment of Tax) 

[. . .] 
6. The burden of proving that the making of any assessment by the Director 
General is erroneous and the burden of proving that the amount of any such 
assessment is incorrect shall be on the taxpayer. 
[ ... J" 

Administrative Instruction no. 15/2010 on the Implementation of 
Law no. 03/1-222 on Tax Administration and Procedures 

Section 22 
(Transactions Over Five-Hundred Euros) 

1. Paragraph 7 of Article 13 of The Law provides that all persons, who 
make transactions in the course of their economic activity in respect of the 
supply of goods or services between persons in excess of 500 (Five Hundred) 
Euro must make payment in respect of such transactions through a bank 
transfer. 
2. For transactions made from 1 January 2009 up to 17 August 2010, 
paragraph 1 of this Section shall be applied only to VAT-registered persons 
(taxable persons). On, and after, 18 August 2010, transactions described in 
paragraph 1 of this Section apply to all persons. 

Assessment of the admissibility of the Referral 

33. The Court initially examines whether the admissibility criteria established by the 
Constitution and further specified by the Law and the Rules of Procedure have 
been fulfilled. 

34. In this regard, the Court refers to paragraphs 1 and 7 of Article 113 [Jurisdiction 
and Authorized Parties] of the Constitution, which stipulate: 
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Court also refers to paragraph 4 
Constitution, which stipulates: 

21 of 

"4. Fundamental rights and freedoms set forth in the Constitution are also 
validfor legal persons to the extent applicable." 

36. In addition, the Court also examines whether the Applicant has fulfilled the 
admissibility criteria as set out in the Law. In this regard, the Court refers to 
Articles 47 (Individual Requests), 48 (Accuracy of the Referral) and 49 
(Deadlines) of the Law, which stipulate: 

Article 47 
(Individual Requests) 

"1. Every individual is entitled to request from the Constitutional Court legal 
protection when he considers that his/her individual rights and freedoms 
guaranteed by the Constitution are violated by a public authority. 

2. The individual may submit the referral in question only after he/she has 
exhausted all the legal remedies provided by the law." 

Article 48 
(Accuracy of the Referral) 

"In his/her referral, the claimant should accurately clarify what rights and 
freedoms he/she claims to have been violated and what concrete act of public 
authority is subject to challenge." 

Article 49 
(Deadlines) 

"The referral should be submitted within a period of four (4) months. The 
deadline shall be counted from the day upon which the claimant has been 
served with a court decision ... ". 

37. In this regard, the Court first notes that the Applicant has the right to file a 
constitutional complaint, invoking on the alleged violations of his fundamental 
rights and freedoms, which apply to individuals and legal entities (see the Court 
case KI41/09, with Applicant AAB-RIINVEST University L.L.C., Resolution on 
Inadmissibility of 3 February 2010, paragraph 14; and KI3S/18, with Applicant 
"Bayerische Versicherungsverbrand", Judgment of 11 December 2019, paragraph 
4°)· 
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The Court also finds that the Applicant's Referral fulfils the admissibility criteria 
set out in paragraph (1) of Rule 39 of the Rules of Procedure and that it cannot be 
declared inadmissible on the basis of the conditions set out in paragraph (3) or 
Rule 39 of the Rules of Procedure. The Court also notes that the Referral is not 
manifestly ill-founded on constitutional grounds, as set out in paragraph (2) of 
Rule 39 of the Rules of Procedure, and must therefore be declared admissible and 
its merits must be reviewed. 

Merits 

40. The Court recalls that in the circumstances of the concrete case, the financial 
documentation of the Applicant was sequestered in 2014 by the Kosovo Police. 
This was followed by an audit by TAK, which through the Reassessment Notice, 
among other things, resulted in the setting of additional personal income tax and 
value added tax for the respective periods. The Applicant challenged this 
Reassessment Notice to TAK, and the latter assessed the Applicant's complaint as 
partially grounded. The rejecting part of the TAK Decision is mainly related to the 
transactions which the Applicant had realized with the company "S". TAK stated 
that the Applicant, who according to Article 19 of the Law on TAK bears the 
burden of proving that the tax assessment is incorrect, did not prove the validity 
of these transactions, moreover he also considered that the same are fictitious. In 
the meantime, the Applicant addressed (i) the Special Prosecution Office of the 
Republic of Kosovo; and later (ii) the Basic Court in Mitrovica, requesting the 
return of at least copies of the sequestered documentation for the purposes of 
complaints to the TAK and the regular courts regarding Decision [455/2015] of 10 
March 2016 of TAK. Based on the case file and the allegations of the Applicant, it 
does not appear that he has ever received any response. 

41. Proceedings before the regular courts had resulted in the rejection of the claim, 
the appeal and the request for extraordinary review of the Applicant's court 
decision submitted to the Basic Court, the Court of Appeals and the Supreme 
Court, respectively. Prior to the same, the Applicant repeatedly stated, inter alia, 
that the lack of financial documentation made it impossible for him to prove the 
disputed transactions, alleging violations of (i) Article 9 of the LAP, according to 
which, inter alia, the public body must guarantee the right of the party to access 
his file and documents; (ii) paragraph 6 of Article 14 of the Law on Tax 
Administration, according to which, inter alia, the Director General or an 
authorized officer who removes and retains records under this Article shall make 
a copy of the record and return the original in the shortest time practicable; and 
(iii) violation of his right to a fair and impartial trial and of the right to an 
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excess 
(Five must respect transactions 

through a bank transfer", consequently stating that all necessary evidence could 
be obtained through the relevant bank by the Applicant; and (ii) on Sections 13, 
14 and 16 of Administrative Instruction no. 15/2010. 

43. Before the Court, the Applicant challenges the findings of the Supreme Court, 
raising allegations related to (i) Article 31 of the Constitution, in the sense of lack 
of a reasoned court decision and violation of the principle of equality of arms; and 
(ii) Article 32 of the Constitution, in the sense of the impossibility of exercising his 
right to an effective legal remedy, because in the absence of financial 
documentation, the Applicant could not effectively challenge either the Decision 
of TAK, and subsequently, neither the decisions of the regular courts. 

44. These allegations of the Applicant will be examined by the Court based on the 
case law of the European Court of Human Rights (hereinafter: the ECtHR), in 
accordance with which, pursuant to Article 53 [Interpretation of Human Rights 
Provisions] of the Constitution, is obliged to interpret the fundamental rights and 
freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution. Consequently, and subsequently, the 
Court will first examine the Applicant's allegations regarding the lack of a 
reasoned court decision, a review in which the Court will first (i) elaborate on the 
general principles; and thereafter, (ii) will apply the same to the circumstances of 
the concrete case. 

(i) General principles regarding the right to a reasoned court decision 

45. With regard to the right to a reasoned court decision guaranteed by Article 31 of 
the Constitution in conjunction with Article 6 of the ECHR, the Court first notes 
that it already has a consolidated case law. This practice is built on the case law of 
the ECtHR, including but not limited to cases Hadjianastassiou v. Greece, 
Judgment of 16 December 1992; Van de Hurk v. The Netherlands, Judgment of 
19 April 1994; Hiro Balani v. Spain, Judgment of 9 December 1994; Higgins and 
Others v. France, Judgment of 19 February 1998; Garcia Ruiz v. Spain, 
Judgment of 21 January 1999; Hirvisaari v. Finland, Judgment of 27 September 
2001; Suominen v. Finland, Judgment of 1 July 2003; Buzescu v. Romania, 
Judgment of 24 May 2005; Pronina v. Ukraine, Judgment of 18 July 2006; and 
Tatishvili v. Russia, Judgment of 22 February 2007. Furthermore, the basic 
principles regarding the right to a reasoned court decision have also been 
elaborated in the cases of this Court, including but not limited to KI22/16, with 
Applicant Naser Husaj, Judgment of 9 June 2017; KI97/16, with Applicant "IKK 
Classic", Judgment of January 9, 2018; KI143/16, with Applicant Muharrem 
Blaku and others, Resolution on Inadmissibility of 13 June 2018; KI24/17, with 
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1987, 
decision, see 

right a (civil aspect), IV. Requirements, 7. Reasons 
Judgments, paragraphs 369 to 380 and references used therein). reasoned 
decision shows the parties that their case has indeed been heard, and 
consequently contributes to a greater admissibility of the decisions. (See the 
ECtHR case Magnin v. France, Decision of 10 May 2012, paragraph 29). This 
case law also stipulates that despite the fact that a court has a certain discretion 
regarding the selection of arguments and evidence, it is obliged to justify its 
activities and decision-making by giving the relevant reasons (see the ECtHR 
cases: Suominen v. Finland, cited above, paragraph 36; and Carmel Saliba v. 
Malta, Judgment of 24 April 2017, paragraph 73). Furthermore, the decisions 
must be reasoned in such a way as to enable the parties to exercise effectively any 
existing right of appeal (see the ECtHR case Hirvisaari v. Finland, cited above, 
paragraph 30). 

47. Having said that, Article 6 of the ECHR obliges courts to give reasons for their 
decisions, but this does not mean that a detailed response is required for each 
argument (see the ECtHR cases Van de Hurk v. The Netherlands, cited above, 
paragraph 61; Garcia Ruiz v. Spain, cited above, paragraph 26; Jahnke and 
Lenoble v. France, Decision of 29 August 2000; and Perez v. France, Judgment 
of 12 February 2004, paragraph 81). The extent to which this obligation applies 
may vary depending on the nature of the decision and should be determined in 
the light of the circumstances of each case (see the ECtHR cases: Ruiz Torija v. 
Spain, Judgment of 9 December 1994, paragraph 29; and Hiro Balani v. Spain, 
cited above, paragraph 27). An appellate court, for example, may, in principle, 
reject an appeal by upholding the reasons for the lower court's decision, however 
even such a decision must contain sufficient reasoning to show that the relevant 
court has not upheld the findings reached by a lower court without sufficient 
consideration (see the ECtHR case, Tatishvili v. Russia, cited above, paragraph 
62). 

48. Based on the case law of the ECtHR, courts are required to consider and provide 
specific and clear responses regarding (i) the substantive allegations and 
arguments of the party (see the ECtHR cases, Buzescu v. Romania, cited above, 
paragraph 67; and Donadze v. Georgia, Judgment of 3 March 2006, paragraph 
35); (ii) allegations and arguments that are decisive for the outcome of the 
proceedings (see the ECtHR cases: Ruiz Torija v. Spain, cited above, paragraph 
30; and Hiro Balani v. Spain, cited above, paragraph 28); or (iii) allegations 
concerning the rights and freedoms guaranteed by the ECHR and its Protocols 
(see the ECtHR case, Wagner and JMWL v. Luxembourg, Judgment of 28 June 
2007, paragraph 96 and references therein). 
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and 32 thereof, according to 
documentation has violated his right to equality arms 
prevented the effective exercise of available legal remedies. 

absence this 
procedure and has 

50. To determine whether the reasoning given by the Supreme Court fulfils the 
standards of a reasoned court decision, the Court recalls the reasoning of the 
Supreme Court in the challenged Judgment [ARJ. UZVP. no. 94/2019], which 
states the following: 

"From the evidence administered in this administrative conflict, this court 
finds that the respondent has acted correctly when it partially approved the 
claimant's complaint and partially amended the decision for Reassessment 
Notice for the payment of additional tax on Personal Income Tax for period 
2011, 2012, 2013 and Value Added Tax periods 06/2012 and 03/2013, and 
the claimant has remained obligatory regarding the increase of COGS and 
the increase of additional turnover for VAT (12/2011) and PIT (2011) and the 
non-acceptance of invoices by the entity NTP ["S']. In the opinion of this 
court, in the reasoning of the challenged decision, the respondent rightly 
states that the additional turnover derives from undeclared and unsigned 
delivery notes between the parties and that the declared invoices do not 
correspond to the delivery receipts, while it did not accept the contested 
invoices from the entity NTP ["S'] because the claimant failed to prove the 
payments or the declaration of purchases over 500 euros, as provided by the 
provision of Section 22. paragraph 2 of Administrative Instruction 15/2010. 

This court has concluded that in the audit report are given concrete and clear 
reasons that argue the increase of sales for the period 2011, as a result of the 
material difference and the fact that in the sales books the delivery notes are 
undeclared. Despite the findings of the audit that the contact with the entity 
NTP [SJ was attempted, but was not achieved, and that the same entity was 
included in the list of entities that deal with suspicious transactions, the 
claimant did not try to prove to the court with any argument how payment 
was made for these contested purchase invoices. Although the competent 
investigative body checked the claimant, which resulted in the sequestration 
of financial documentation, the claimant was able to obtain evidence from 
the bank or the entity that issued the contested invoices which he had paid. 
Also, the claimant did not try to secure the delivery notes of the undeclared 
goods from the entities that signed the same deliveries from which the 
additional turnover is derived because they do not correspond to the 
invoices. This court accepts the findings mentioned in the reasoning of the 
challenged decision that, in the absence of transactions, the legal conditions 
to accept invoices according to Article 23 of Law no. 03/L-222 on Tax 
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the sequestration 
the same could provide evidence bank or issued 
contested invoices; and (ii) contested invoices, including those with entity "S", 
could be reasoned by bank certificates, as defined in paragraph 2 of Section 22 of 
Administrative Instruction no. 15/2010. Moreover, the Supreme Court has 
approved the position of the lower courts, which in the circumstances of the 
concrete case, "in the absence of transactions, the legal conditions to accept 
invoices according to Article 23 of Law no. 03/L-222 on Tax Administration and 
Procedures, as well as Sections 13, 14 and 16 of Administrative Instruction 
15/2010 have not been fulfilled". 

52. In this context, the Court notes that the Supreme Court seems to reason that the 
lack of financial documents of the Applicant, as a result of their sequestration, 
does not affect the alternative decision-making in the circumstances of the 
concrete case, because based on Section 22 of the Administrative Instruction no. 
15/2010, the Applicant was obliged to make all transactions over five hundred 
(500) euros through the bank, and consequently, would have been able to provide 
the necessary evidence through banking transactions. However, the Court notes 
that the Applicant's specific allegations regarding (i) violation of applicable law, 
namely Article 9 of the LAP and paragraph 6 of Article 14 of the Law on Tax 
Administration; and (ii) the violation of the Constitution, respectively Articles 31 
and 32 thereof, which according to the Applicant, in the absence of this 
documentation, has violated his right to equality of arms in the procedure and has 
prevented the effective exercise of available legal remedies, have not been 
addressed or reasoned by the Supreme Court. 

53. Furthermore, the Court also notes that the Supreme Court agreed and upheld the 
decision of the Court of Appeals, on the basis of which, "in the absence of 
transactions, the legal conditions to accept invoices according to Article 23 of 
Law no. 03/L-222 on Tax Administration and Procedures, as well as Sections 13, 
14 and 16 of Administrative Instruction 15/2010 have not been fulfilled". 
However, the Court notes that Article 23 of the Law on Tax Administration and 
Sections 13, 14 and 16 of Administrative Instruction no. 15/2010, are not related 
to "legal conditions for accepting invoices". More specifically, Article 23 
(Cancellation of Tax Documents) of the Law on Tax Administration is related to 
the cancellation of tax documents and the procedure to be followed, while 
Sections 13 (De-Activation of a Business), 14 (Cancellation of Documents 
Including Fiscal Number) and 16 (Publication of Taxpayer Names and Numbers) 
of Administrative Instruction no. 15/2010, are mainly related to the 
implementation of Article 23 of the Law on Tax Administration, namely the de
activation of businesses as a result of their economic or non-economic activity, 
cancellation of documents including fiscal number and publication of names and 
numbers of taxpayers, but in in no way relate to the dispute and the specifics in 
the circumstances of the concrete case. 
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Supreme Court, did not approve findings reached 
Court of Appeals., without sufficient consideration. 

55. With regard to the sufficient consideration to be shown by the courts of appellate 
jurisdiction when approving the decisions of the lower courts and the necessary 
measure of reasoning for the judicial decision in such circumstances, the Court 
recalls the case of the ECtHR. Tatishvili v. Russia (Judgment of 22 February 
2007), in which the ECtHR had reviewed a case related to an applicant's 
application for registration of residence. All the administrative instances and the 
respective courts had rejected the applicant's allegations (for the facts of the case, 
see paragraphs 7 to 19 of the ECtHR case Tatishvili v. Russia, cited above). The 
ECtHR found, inter alia, a violation of Article 6 of the ECHR due to the lack of a 
reasoned court decision and the violation of the right to a fair trial, because the 
relevant court which was responsible for review the lower court decision, simply, 
summarily and without sufficient consideration, had upheld the reasoning of the 
lower court, without addressing the relevant allegations of the Applicant, thus 
failing to correct the shortcomings of the previous decision (for the relevant 
reasoning, see paragraphs 55 to 63 of the ECtHR case Tatishvili v. Russia, cited 
above). 

56. In the circumstances of the concrete case, the Applicant before the Supreme Court 
specifically alleged that the Court of Appeals had failed to provide a reasoning 
regarding the alleged violations related to applicable law, namely Article 9 of the 
LAP and paragraph 6 of Article 14 of the Law on Tax Administration; and 
violation of the Constitution, Articles 31 and 32, respectively. Despite these 
allegations, the Supreme Court had simply approved the reasoning of the Court of 
Appeals on two main points. With regard to the above allegations of the 
Applicant, it had reasoned that "the claimant has not managed to verify the 
payments or declaration of purchases over 500 euros, as provided by the 
provision of Section 22. paragraph 2 of Administrative Instruction 15/2010", 
while, it had also based the conclusion that the request for extraordinary review of 
the decision was unfounded, because in the circumstances of the concrete case 
"the legal conditions for accepting invoices according to Article 23 of Law no. 
03/L-222 on the Tax Administration Sections 13, 14 and 16 of Administrative 
Instruction 15/2010 have not been fulfilled". The Court will further consider 
whether these two arguments of the Supreme Court reflect a reasoned court 
decision in the circumstances of the concrete case, respectively sufficient 
consideration by the Supreme Court in rejecting the Applicant's request and 
approving the Judgment of the Court of Appeal, which was contested before it. 

57. Initially, and regarding the references in Section 22 of the Administrative 
Instruction no. 15/2010, according to which all persons, who make transactions 
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throughout 
to whether are relevant or not. These are essential allegations the 
Applicant and as such, oblige the relevant court to treat and justify them, whether 
or not approving them as founded. 

58. The silence of the courts regarding the relevant allegations of the respective 
applicants has been specifically examined by the case law of the ECtHR. For 
example, in cases, Ruiz Torija v. Spain, quoted above and Hiro Balani v. Spain, 
cited above, the ECtHR, beyond the general principles regarding the right to a 
reasoned judicial decision, also addressed the circumstances in which the relevant 
courts had remained silent on the arguments, which the ECtHR deemed essential. 
In both cases, the ECtHR considered whether the silence of the relevant court 
could reasonably be interpreted as an implied rejection of the parties' arguments 
(see the ECtHR case Hiro Balani v. Spain, cited above, paragraph 28). However, 
in the absence of proper reasoning, the ECtHR stated that it was impossible to 
ascertain whether the respective courts had simply neglected to deal with the 
respective claims or implied their rejection and, if that was its purpose, what were 
its reasons for such an approach (see the ECtHR cases: Hiro Balani v. Spain, 
cited above, paragraph 28; and Ruiz Torija v. Spain, cited above, paragraphs 29 
and 30). In both cases, the ECtHR found a violation of Article 6 of the ECHR. 

59. Furthermore, as clarified throughout the elaboration of the general principles, the 
ECtHR has specifically held that allegations relating to violations of the ECHR 
and its Protocols should be addressed by the courts through specific and clear 
responses. The same goes for allegations of constitutional violations. 

60. For example, in the ECtHR case Wagner and JMWL v. Luxembourg, quoted 
above, the ECtHR considered a case involving a family court decision in Peru 
confirming the adoption of a child of the respective applicant. Subsequent 
proceedings in Luxembourg concerned the applicant's request to declare this 
decision applicable in the State of Luxembourg. Proceedings within the latter 
courts ended in favour of the position of the Prosecutor General's Office and 
against the respective applicant (for the facts of the case, see the ECtHR case 
Wagner and JMWL v. Luxembourg, cited above, paragraphs 5 to 40). 
Throughout the proceedings in the regular courts, the Applicant, inter alia, 
alleged a violation of Article 8 of the ECHR. The respective court in Luxembourg, 
in relation to this claim, had stated that "its dubious, unclear and inaccurate 
nature, did not constitute a basis for a complaint seeking a response". The 
applicant complained to the ECtHR, alleging, inter alia, a violation of Article 6 of 
the ECHR as a result of an unreasonable court decision, specifically stating that 
the regular courts had not addressed her allegations of a violation of Article 8 of 
the ECHR. Despite the fact that the domestic courts had qualified this claim as 
"unclear and inaccurate", The ECtHR found a violation of Article 6 of the ECHR 
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or (see case, 
paragraph 89 and references (iO 
"rights and freedoms" guaranteed through the and its Protocols, 
relevant domestic courts are required to review them with rigor and due diligence 
(see the ECtHR case, Wagner and JMWL v. Luxembourg, cited above, paragraph 
96 and references therein). 

61. In the circumstances of the concrete case, the Applicant alleges a violation of 
Article 31 of the Constitution, as a result of violation of the equality of arms and a 
violation of Article 32 of the Constitution, as a result of the inability to exercise 
legal remedy effectively, and both the Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court 
have not addressed these allegations in a single sentence. The Court recalls that in 
the context of a reasoned court decision, substantive allegations, and in particular 
those relating to violations of the Constitution and the ECHR, must be reasoned 
regardless of their relevance to the respective decision-making. The silence of a 
court regarding such allegations, as defined through the ECtHR case law, makes it 
impossible to ascertain whether the respective courts merely neglected to deal 
with these allegations or implied their rejection and, if that was the purpose, what 
were its reasons for such an approach. 

62. Whereas, regarding the finding of the Supreme Court that "the legal conditions 
for accepting the invoices have not been fulfilled", based on Article 23 of the Law 
on Tax Administration and Sections 13, 14 and 16 of Administrative Instruction 
no. 15/2010, the Court emphasizes that these provisions on which the Supreme 
Court has based its final finding on the rejection of the Applicant's request for 
extraordinary review of the court decision, are not related to the circumstances of 
the concrete case. As explained above, Article 23 of the Law on Tax 
Administration and Sections 13, 14 and 16 of Administrative Instruction no. 
15/2010, relate, inter alia, to the cancellation of tax documents, de-activation of a 
businesses as a result of their economic or non-economic activity, cancellation of 
documents including fiscal number and publication of names and numbers of 
taxpayers. The Court may not prejudice whether the finding of the Supreme Court 
that the request for extraordinary review of the court decision is unfounded, 
referring to these provisions, is simply a technical error or not. However, such a 
finding, which has been carried over from the decisions of the lower courts, 
reflects the lack of sufficient consideration of the Supreme Court in reviewing the 
Judgment of the Court of Appeals, without properly examining the Applicant's 
allegations and relevant findings of the Court of Appeals. 

63. The Court recalls that it has repeatedly stated that court decisions will violate the 
constitutional principle of prohibition of arbitrariness in decision-making, if the 
reasoning given does not contain established facts, relevant legal provisions and 
the logical relationship between them (see, inter alia, the Court cases: Kh35/14, 
Applicant IKK Classic, cited above, paragraph 58; KI96/16 Applicant IKK Classic, 
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right 
Constitution 

conjunction Article 6 the because it failed address the 
Applicant's substantive allegations regarding 0) violation of applicable law, 
namely Article 9 of the LAP and paragraph 6 of Article 14 of the Law on Tax 
Administration; and (iO the violation of the Constitution, respectively Articles 31 
and 32 thereof, as a result of the alleged violation of the equality of arms in the 
procedure and the inability to effectively exercise the available legal remedies. 

65. The Court also notes that, having considered that it has already found that the 
challenged Judgment of the Supreme Court is not in conformity with Article 31 of 
the Constitution in conjunction with Article 6 of the ECHR, due to the lack of a 
reasoned decision the court considers that it is not necessary to examine the 
Applicant's other allegations. The respective allegations of the Applicant should 
be reviewed by the Supreme Court, during the review of its Judgment, (0 in 
relation to the request of the Applicant for extraordinary review of the court 
decision, respectively the Judgment [AA.no.501/2018] of 16 April 2019 of the 
Court of Appeals; and (iO the findings of this Judgment. 

66. In this regard, the Court also emphasizes the fact that its finding of a violation of 
Article 31 of the Constitution in conjunction with Article 6 of the ECHR, in the 
circumstances of the concrete case, relates exclusively to the lack of reasoning of 
the court decision, as explained in this Judgment, and in no way relates to or 
prejudices the outcome of the merits of the case. 

Conclusions 

67. In the circumstances of this case, the Court treated the Applicant's allegations, 
applying on this review, the case law of the Court and the ECtHR regarding the 
lack of a reasoned court decision, the guarantee, defined by Article 31 of the 
Constitution and Article 6 of the ECHR. 

68. Throughout this review, the Court has found that in the issuance of the Judgment 
[ARJ.UZVP.no. 94/2019] of 1 August 2019, The Supreme Court has failed to 
substantiate the Applicant's substantive allegations related to the violation of the 
applicable law, namely the LAP and the Law on Tax Administration and the 
violation of Articles 31 and 32 of the Constitution. With regard to the latter two, 
the Applicant had repeatedly alleged that the lack, respectively the inability to 
access his financial documentation, had resulted in a violation of the equality of 
arms before the regular courts and the inability to exercise legal remedies 
effectively. The Court, based on the case law of the ECtHR, noted, inter alia, that 
the courts are obliged to substantiate the Applicants' substantive allegations, 
including those related to violations of constitutional rights and those guaranteed 
through the ECHR. In this context, the Court also clarified that despite the fact 
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FOR THESE REASONS 

The Constitutional Court, in accordance with Articles 21.4 and 113.7 of the Constitution, 
Articles 20 and 47 of the Law and Rule 59 (1) (a) of the Rules of Procedure, in its session 
held on 10 December 2020, unanimously: 

DECIDES 

I. TO DECLARE, the Referral admissible; 

II. TO CONCLUDE that there has been a violation of Article 31 [Right to Fair 
and Impartial Trial] of the Constitution and Article 6 (Right to a fair trial) 
of the European Convention on Human Rights; 

III. TO DECLARE the Judgment [ARJ.UZVP.no. 94/2019] of the Supreme 
Court of 1 August 2019 invalid; 

IV. TO REMAND the Judgment [ARJ.UZVP.no. 94/ 2019] of the Supreme 
Court of 1 August 2019 for retrial in accordance with the Judgment of this 
Court; 

V. TO ORDER the Supreme Court to notify the Court, in accordance with 
Rule 66 (5) of the Rules of Procedure, by 14 June 2020, on the measures 
taken to implement the Judgment of the Court; 

VI. TO REMAIN committed to this matter in accordance with this order; 

VII. TO NOTIFY this Judgment to the parties and, in accordance with Article 
20-4 of the Law, to publish it in the Official Gazette; 

VIII. This Judgment is effective immediately. 

Judge Rapporteur President of the Constitutional Court 

Gresa Caka-Nima . A a Rama-Hajrizi 
, opje e vertetll r 

Ove ena k . pija 

C n O, ~ 
This translation is unofficial and serves for informational purposes only. 
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